
DISCOVER THE DRIVING REWARDS OF  
 ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE THINKING.

Mercury Montego’s sophisticated design partners well with 

its advanced mechanical systems.

THE 2006 MERCURY MONTEGO.

From a vehicle configuration that optimizes cabin space to a drivetrain 

that optimizes power utilization, Montego stands apart from ordinary 

automobiles. It is a beautiful example of possibilities realized.



MUCH MORE THAN MOST.

With the help of sophisticated computer design 

technology, Mercury engineers have gone beyond 

what was once thought possible. For example, 

Montego offers more rear headroom and legroom 

than any other car in its class.* Yet it also offers 

more trunk space than any other car in its class.* 

Rear and front passenger seats fold to provide 

an abundance of load space. Both front seats are 

positioned high to allow a commanding view of the 

road. A unique response to an age-old need.

*Standard five-passenger Large Car class.



GO WITH THE FLOW.

Partner Montego’s available all-wheel drive 

with the 203-hp V-6 and Continuously Variable 

Transmission (CVT), then make your move. 

Because the CVT changes drive ratios seamlessly, 

power flow is constant and silken. Because the 

all-wheel-drive system can help prevent a loss of 

traction, progress is confident and certain.



BACKSEAT BONUS.
Montego’s available Rear-Seat Entertainment System 

includes a DVD player with flip-down, seven-inch color LCD  

screen and two sets of wireless headphones.

WHERE IN THE WORLD.
The available DVD-based Navigation System will keep you 

pointed in the right direction with turn-by-turn guidance.

FASHION AND FUNCTION.
With its wrap of satin-aluminum and leather trim, the Montego 

steering wheel is aesthetically pleasing. Switches for speed  

and audio controls are located on the steering wheel for  

easy access.

SWEET SOUNDS.
Montego’s available Audiophile® Sound System matches eight premium speakers with a 

subwoofer for brilliant concert-hall-quality performance. The system includes a six-disc 

in-dash CD changer with MP3 capability.

TEST DRIVE THE  
2006 MERCURY MONTEGO.
Visit Shopping Tools at mercuryvehicles.com 

to locate your nearest Dealer and schedule 

a test drive. Or, if you prefer, you can call 

888-566-8888.

https://secure.mercuryvehicles.com/shoptools/test_drive.asp?vehicle=montego



